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First, a note on why Facebook is awesome for gaming women:

I'm often asked where I find high quality women, because it seems like most of

the smart, loyal chicks who have anything going for them are not at the local pub

getting wasted and hooking up with strangers on a Thursday night. Trust me, I

agree and I feel your pain.

One of the answers to this eternal question, (besides old staples like Starbucks,

book stores and dog parks) is Facebook.

Simply, Facebook is the best wingman you'll ever have. I've gotten more girls via

Facebook in the past three months than I ever had in three years of going to bars

and clubs.

Here's why Facebook is such a good tool for pick-up artists like yourself:

First of all, nearly every girl you want to date is on Facebook, so the selection is

practically unlimited. In fact, there’s way more diversity on Facebook than at the

local disco.

Second, most women love Facebook and check their profiles at least once a day

hoping that guy of their dreams has sent them a charming private message (not

a poke).

The third advantage is that there's little risk of hurt feelings because it’s much
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easier to deal with digital rejection via Facebook than it is real life.

Forth, on Facebook you have the ability prescript your questions and answers so

that you can get a girl in bed without the difficulties associated with being

spontaneous, funny and attractive to a stranger in real life.

The focus of this guide is on the girls who aren't out at bars or clubs. If you want

those girls, by all means, go to bars and clubs and meet them. But, this guide is

more focused on trying to get that super awesome, high quality chick (think

brains and tits) that is worthy enough to be long-term girlfriend material.

So without further ado, here's how I’ve managed to pull at least one new date a

week all through Facebook:

Step 1) Get Your Facebook Profile Right

The goal of your profile is to not have anything that would potentially turn off the

women you're trying to get with. This means your profile should highlight the best

parts of your personality and minimize the worst. You're not trying to come off as

the cheesy, pushy player at the club (which can work at the club, just not online).

Instead, think of it as playing hard to get -- you're so cool you don't even care

whether your profile makes you seem like badass or a loser. (Oh the irony,

right?)
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Your profile should present some of your best, unique qualities- how many

profiles of guys have you seen where its just a long advertisement for their

favorite school's football program? Don't be like those dudes, instead express

yourself uniquely in your own voice. Really list your favorite books, movies, music

and quotes. Don't mail it home, the more you put the better (as it gives you more

chances to click with girls who share the same interests). Just keep it under 15

titles for each field.

Basic Profile Stuff:

Your "Relationship Status" must be set to "Single". Avoid the "It's

Complicated" status at all costs, no girl wants to deal with a crazy-ex.

Your "Looking For" should be set to "Friendship". Setting it to "Random

Play" only can work at getting the sluttier chicks, but if you want to hook up with

quality women, and Facebook is really good at this, then simply set this field to

"Friendship" and be done with it.

Your "About Me" field should have some humor in it. It should convey the

sense that you don't take yourself too seriously but at the same time being true to

yourself. Never put yourself down in any public forum, Facebook included.
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Resist the temptation to put in things like sex, women, beer pong, thongs, weed,

etc as they all come off as cheesy in their own ways. The frat boys who do this

aren't getting laid via Facebook, I promise. Be sure though to put in a few

intriguing entries, like meditation, poetry, tai chi, psychology, dancing etc -- things

that are unique (and true) about yourself. Its good to once in a while show a

woman that you're deeper than just sports, beer, and sex. This is especially true

for the kinds of girls we are after. See the list of most popular female subjects on

Page 15 of this document for more ideas.

Don't list your cellphone number, it looks desperate and is a major mistake by

most men. Instead, only give your AIM or Gmail account name (if you have one,

if not leave out all contact information altogether). Even consider restricting

access to your profile to only those who are your friends.

Photos- Make sure you're having fun and smiling in most of your photos. Nobody

wants to hang out with the guy who's always somber and depressed. Pictures of

you and your Mom and siblings work great too. Also baby pictures. Women love

baby pictures, so be sure to have at least one up there (you can even use

one as your profile picture for a while if you're so bold). Pictures like these

will generate many comments and wall posts from women and are absolute gold

to have on your profile page. Also pictures of you and your friends from when you

were children work wonders at generating massive amounts of views to your

profile.
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Feel free to tastefully decorate your profile with Facebook apps and banners --

just be sure you don't turn your Facebook profile into a MySpace page.

Remember that Facebook isn't just used for picking up girls. For example your

Mom probably uses it to check up on you. Employers also use it to get a scoop

on a potential employee before they're hired, so make sure there's nothing on

your profile that's questionable in content (pictures of you doing a keg-stand,

passed out with your shirt off and a dick drawn on your face, or packing the bong

come to mind). In the same vein you should try to avoid expressions like *MOB*

(Money Over Bitches) or other clichéd and potentially offensive sayings and

acronyms. This is huge turn off to most women.

Generally, your profile picture should be you doing something that you

love to do the most. Women are drawn to men of action. So if you like hockey,

there should be a picture of you playing hockey. If you like cars, put a picture of

yourself at the autocross track. If you like partying, put a picture of yourself

partying with friends. A profile picture of you in action, doing what you love to do,

is crucial to establish the fact you have other interests besides bedding beautiful

women.

Step 2) Make Friends
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In order to gain the "social proof" of being the coolest mother****** in your

network, you have to have lot's of people posting on your wall, preferably hot

girls. For this method to work effectively it’s a must that you have at least some

girls writing on your wall every week or so. Remember that perception is often

just as good as reality, as in the case of Facebook.

Now you're probably thinking, no shit Sherlock, of course I want hot girls posting

on my wall! How the hell do I get them to do that?

Good question:

First, you gotta befriend as many people as possible so you have as large a

network as possible. When you meet someone new, in real life, find them on

Facebook that same night and send a friend request. This is how you build a

network of a couple thousand people in just a few weeks.

In order to be successful at gaming women on Facebook, you have to constantly

be seeking out more friends in real life. Remain diligent in this effort, and the

rewards will pay off in spades a month or two later, trust me.

Trying to game complete strangers is almost always a waste of time and hardly

ever worth the massive sustained effort it takes. That's why is much easier to be

the cool guy with a large network of gorgeous babes than it is the player who's
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burned all his bridges by hitting on every girl in his network. Don't get numbers

anymore, get names (which is way easier). Don't seek to pick-up girls, seek to

become their Facebook friends. Why?

Allow me to explain this point via example. Say, you're in the super market and

you're standing in front of the apples in the produce section. Next to you just

happens to be a ridiculously attractive woman. The conversation goes like this:

Hero: [turning your head but not your body toward the target] Do you know how

you're supposed to tell if an apple is ripe or not? I'm standing here squeezing

apples but I have no idea if I want the squishy ones of the firm ones. Do you

know??

Her: [laugh] Ummmm. I really don't have any idea.

Hero: Great we're both picking out apples and we have absolutely no idea what

the hell we're doing. [pause] I think we should just take a bite out of a couple of

them to test for quality.

Her: [laugh] Okay, you first.

(This is a shit-test because she's wondering if you really have the balls to go

through with your joke and actually bite the apple).

Hero: [taking a huge bite out of an apple and nodding]  This is one awesome

apple! Here you have some [trying to give her the bitten apple]

Her: [laughs for real this time] That's okay, thanks. I don’t want your already

bitten apple.
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Hero: [more serious than before] So are you an apple lover too?

Her: [if she's at all interested in you, she'll agree and start talking here] Oh yeah, I

love apples. My grandmother used to have one every day. In fact... [this goes

one for a minute or three]

Hero: That's awesome! I want to meet your grandma but unfortunately, I gotta jet.

What's your name?

Her: Sarah

Hero: Are you on Facebook, Sarah? [before she can answer] Of course you're on

Facebook, what self-respecting girl isn't on Facebook?? What's your last name?

[as you enter it into your phone] Don’t worry I'm not going to poke you everyday

for the next three months.

She'll be eagerly anticipating your friend request tonight I assure you.

So you just made a potential girlfriend but even more importantly a new

Facebook friend. Here's the next step:

Send her a friend request with a cute confirmation message (ala, You met Sarah

“determining the best kind of apples for her grandmother”). Then do nothing for a

couple days. If she hasn't shown any interest in you already (via a Wall Post or

Poke) then simply leave her a wall post hoping that she's been finding good

apples lately (or whatever you were talking about in your last conversation).

She'll probably return the favor. After a couple weeks of back and forth like this,
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you have two win/win options:

1) If you think you're not in the dreaded "friends zone" and you have really taking

a shining for this girl, casually invite her out to a bar (or whatever you feel

comfortable with) on the following weekend. Say you’re meeting up with some

friends at a popular local bar and she should come down or otherwise you’re

going to label her a Facebook stalker. Ask for her number so that you can text

her the details later.

The goal of chatting on Facebook is to eventually get the girls the number and

talk to her (or text her) over the phone. This step is necessary because most

women are reluctant to see a guy in real life if they’ve only really corresponded

via the internet. This is a necessary psychological boundary you have to

overcome. If you need help with your phone game I’ve included a chapter at the

end of this PDF called “Phone Game 101” take straight from my other, more

complete system entitled, The Badass Guide to Women, Money and Energy

available at http://www.badassification.com/.

2) If you think you're in the "friends zone" or you’re just not interested, don't worry

because this is the fun part. Simply dig through her pictures and find all of her hot

friends. Pick your favorite one. In a private message ask, "Is your friend [name]

single? I saw a couple of pictures of her in one of your albums and I think she's

gorgeous and has a great sense of style." If you get anything besides "she's
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